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Abstract—Recent research in cognitive systems aims to uncover important aspects of biological cognitive processes and additionally formulate design principles for implementing artificially intelligent systems. Despite the increasing amount of research efforts addressing cognitive phenomena, the issue of time perception and how it is linked to other cognitive processes remains largely unexplored.

In the current paper, we make a first attempt for studying artificial time perception by means of simulated robotic experiments. Specifically, we investigate a behavioral rule switching task consisting of repeating trials with dynamic temporal duration. An evolutionary process is used to search for neuronal mechanisms accomplishing the rule switching task taking also into account its particular temporal characteristics. Our repeated simulation experiments showed that (i) time perception and ordinary cognitive processes may co-exist in the system sharing the same neural resources, and (ii) time perception dynamics bias the functionality of neural mechanisms with other cognitive responsibilities. Finally, in the current paper we make contact of the obtained results with previous brain imaging studies on time perception, and we make predictions for possible time-related dynamics in the real brain.

I. INTRODUCTION

REALITY is dynamic. Sensing and knowing our world arises through spatiotemporal experiences and interpretations. In fact, dynamics is so essential to reality that a static world is difficult to imagine. Evolution has equipped human brain with the capacity to perceive and understand in a meaningful way the spatial and temporal aspects of everyday phenomena.

The computational interpretation of how human perceptor-motor loop performs during real world interaction, is a very common approach for developing artificially intelligent systems. Almost two decades ago, the necessity for embodiment and environmental interaction has been comprehended as a key feature for developing intelligent systems [1]. Since then, simulated and real robotic systems have been extensively used as testbeds of the embodied intelligence. Unfortunately, the majority of the existing cognitive and robotic systems, concentrate only on the spatial characteristics of environmental interaction, nearly ignoring the other aspect that is necessary for describing our dynamic world, namely the perception of time [2]. Due to the behavioral evaluation of robotic agents that is interpreted in terms of spatial measures, cognitive systems are now equipped with the ability to understand spatial relationships, to reach goals, to accurately mimic behavioral patterns, and others (e.g. [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]).

However, existing robotic systems are lacking the ability to perceive time passage. In the majority of existing systems, time is only partially observed in terms of cognitive state transitions occurring in linearly ordered clock ticks. In other words, time is nothing more than a variable specifying the ordering of events. However, in biological systems, time has a more central role (in memory organization, reasoning, knowledge acquisition, etc.) shaping the dynamics of other pure cognitive processes. There are now two major models for the neural representation of time in the cortex [8]. One emphasizes that the judgment of the duration of a stimulus depends on the operation of dedicated neural mechanisms specialized for representing the temporal relationships between events. Alternatively, the representation of duration may arise from the intrinsic dynamics of neural mechanisms non-dedicated to time perception.

The current work aims to explore the plausibility of the two alternative choices, avoiding to arbitrary favor any of the time perception models described above. As it is suggested in [9], an evolutionary robotics approach [10], [11] can be used to resolve this issue. In particular, we apply evolutionary pressure on simple Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Network (CTRNN) controllers [12], being free to self-organize in any direction, revealing the most appropriate time perception mechanism. Similar to [13], we investigate a mobile robot rule switching task. In short, according to our experimental scenario, a simulated robotic agent has to consider unpredictably changing reward signals, in order to switch between behavioral rules choosing the one that is considered correct at a given time period.

In order to focus on the time-feeling properties developed in the cognitive system, the rule switching task consists of a series of trials with varying temporal duration. Then, we study the internal mechanisms developed in CTRNNs, exploring the self-organization neurodynamics and how they are constrained by the task’s temporal properties.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section II we describe the CTRNN models used in the current study. In section III we described the investigated task providing the details of our experimental setup. Then we present the evolutionary procedure used to explore the space of CTRNN
solutions. In section V we present the results obtained by the independent evolutionary procedures. Additionally, we discuss the common neurocognitive characteristics appearing in all successful solutions. Subsequently, we compare the results of our study with those obtained in our previous work [13] investigating rule switching using trials of predefined temporal duration. In section VII we discuss the effect of the experimental temporal constraints on neural dynamics, and we formulate predictions about possible mechanism of real cortical dynamics. Finally, the last section highlights conclusions and directions for future work.

II. CTRNN MODEL AND INPUT-OUTPUT CONNECTIVITY

We use Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Network (CTRNN) models [12] to investigate how time perception affects the self-organization of rule switching capacity in neural dynamics. Interestingly, in CTRNNs contextual memory is implicitly represented by internal neurodynamics. Therefore, in our experimental setup, the neuronal state is initialized only once in the beginning of the first trial, and then neuronal dynamics continues across trials and phases without resetting. In this manner, we speculate that dynamical states will emerge for representing the rule stored in working memory, and additionally, these dynamical states might switch to one another according to the currently adopted rule.

Following our previous study [13] showing that bottleneck configurations [14] are more effective in rule switching tasks compared to fully connected CTRNNs, the current work focuses only on the bottleneck architecture. As shown in Fig 1, we use two bottleneck neurons to separate CTRNN in two levels. The bottleneck neurons loosely segregate information processing in each level, maintaining minimum interactions between them. All neurons are governed by the standard leaky integrator equations described in previous studies [15], [14].

In order to investigate embodied rule switching, we employ a two wheeled simulated robotic agent equipped with 8 uniformly distributed distance, light and reward sensors. The experiments discussed here have been carried out using YAKS\(^1\) a simulated version of the real Khepera miniature mobile robot. The simulator has been slightly modified for the needs of the present study (e.g. by integrating a new type of sensors that supports feeling the special environmental signals simulating negative rewards).

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The current study is an extension of our previous work [13], addressing meta-cognitive rule switching dynamics in a mobile-robot version of the classical Wisconsin Card Sorting (WCS) task [16], [17]. The motivation for our experiments is to provide self-organization pressure on simple neural network models which are evolved to accomplish a mobile-robot WCS task with time varying characteristics.

A. Mobile Robot Rule Switching Task

The task used in the current study is inspired by the rat version of WCS used to investigate rule switching capacity of rodents [18]. In particular, we assume that a mobile robotic agent is located at the bottom of a T-maze environment (see Fig 2). At the beginning of a trial, a light sample appears at either the left or the right side of the robot. Depending on the light side, the robot has to move to the end of the corridor, making a 90° turning choice towards the left or right. The side of the light is linked to the choice of the robot according to two different sample-response rules (see Fig 2). The first is called Same-Side (SS) rule implying that the robotic agent should turn left if the light source appeared at its left side, and it should turn right if the light source appeared at its right side. The second rule is named (OS), implying that robot should turn to the side opposite to the light.

The capacity of the agent to adopt and follow each rule can be evaluated by testing sequences of the above described trials. For example, lets assume that a human experimenter selects one of the rules (either SS or OS) and asks the agent to follow it for several trials. Based on the side of the light sample, the experimenter provides reward to the side of the T-maze that the robot should turn (see Fig 2). Thus, every time that the robot gives a correct response, it drives to a reward area, knowing that it follows the right rule.

Turning now to rule switching, the experimenter at a random time (unknown to the robotic agent) changes the rule considered correct, positioning rewards according to a new sample-response rule. The task for the agent now is to discover this rule change, switching its response strategy according to the new rule. The details of the experimental procedure are described below.

In order to explore the capacity of the robotic agent to switch among rules we have divided the sample-response sequence into \( P \in \{1 \ldots 10\} \) phases, each one consisting of \( T_p \) (randomly determined) trials. The number of trials \( T_p \in \{8, 10, 12, 14\} \) is randomly specified, so that the agent can not predict the end of a phase. Let us assume that during the first phase \( p = 1 \), the experimenter selects SS

\(^1\)The simulator has been developed in the University of Skovde, Sweden, and can be downloaded at http://www.his.se/iki/yaks
as the correct rule. Then, for all $T_p$ trials the agent has to respond to the appearance of light samples at its left or right side (their order is randomly chosen) according to the SS rule. Every time the agent gives a correct response it receives a positive reward indicating it is following the correct rule. In case that the robot turning is not correct, it will drive to an area that no reward exists, indicating that the currently adopted rule is not correct and it should be switched. During phase $p$, the robot is given six free-of-cost exploratory trials to discover the currently correct rule specified by the experimenter. In the remaining $T_p - 6$ trials the performance of the robotic agent is evaluated in terms of following the desired response rule. If any of these trials is incorrect, the task is immediately terminated (without completing the current phase, and without investigating the next phases).

If the agent completes $T_p$ trials successfully, it moves to the next phase. In the beginning of phase $p + 1$ the experimenter changes the correct rule - to OS for our example. Therefore, reward signals are now positioned by the experimenter according to OS. The agent that is not aware for this change will continue responding according to the previous rule SS. In that case, the agent will be unable to get any reward, indicating it is not following the correct rule. In order to get more reward, the robot must reconsider its rule choice, switching to OS. In phase $p + 1$, the robot is given again six free exploratory trials to discover rule switching. In the remaining $T_{p+1} - 6$ trials agent’s responses are evaluated according to the correct response rule chosen by the experimenter. If any of these trials is incorrect, the evaluation is interrupted.

If the agent completes $T_{p+1}$ trials successfully, it moves to the next phase. In phase $p + 2$ the experimenter changes again the correct rule - back to SS for our example - and a similar experimental procedure is repeated (i.e. due to the relocation of the reward cues the robotic agent needs to switch the adopted rule to SS). Overall, the task evaluates agent’s switching behavior for a maximum of $P$ phases (if all of them are completed successfully).

**Trial Duration.** Due to the iterative nature of the Rule Switching task described above, we investigate robot responses for several trials. At the beginning of each trial the robot is located at a predefined starting position, with its direction randomly specified in the range $[85° - 95°]$ degrees ($90°$ correspond to the direction of the corridor). The robot is kept in the same initial position for five simulation steps, and then it is allowed to navigate freely in the environment, responding to the presentation of the light sample at its left or right side.

The temporal length of each trial is not predefined but it is determined on-line in a dynamic way. Specifically, each trial ends as soon as the agent reaches the current goal position at a distance of 10 environmental units. Therefore, trials with very fast robot responses will last shorter than those that the agent spends time exploring the environment. Additionally, we have defined an upper bound for the duration of a trial, being 200 simulation steps. At the end of the trial, we automatically reset robot to the starting position, and we are ready to test its behavior for the next trial (that will have again a dynamically determined temporal duration).

It is worth noting here that every time we artificially reset robot to the start position we do not make any artificial change to the robotic cognitive dynamics which are kept continuous, without any interruption (i.e. we do not reset neural state of the CTRNN controller). Following this approach, CTRNN functionality resembles the continuous nature of real brain dynamics.

The described experimental setup is particularly appropriate to uncover temporal differences between SS and OS rules, indicating the development of time perception capacity in CTRNN controllers, as will be described later in section V.

**IV. EVOLUTIONARY PROCEDURE**

We use a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to explore how rule switching capacity self-organizes in CTRNN dynamics. In short, we use a population of artificial chromosomes encoding CTRNN controllers (their synaptic weights and neural biases). Each candidate solution encoding a complete CTRNN is tested on tasks examining the ability of the network to switch between rules. We evaluate the performance of all candidate CTRNN controllers assigning them an appropriate fitness value. The scores accomplished by the controllers are used to sort and evolve the population of chromosomes, therefore producing a new generation of CTRNN controllers that is ready for evaluation. This iterative procedure is

---

2The current evolutionary procedure does not mean to represent an artificial counterpart of biological evolution. It only serves our study as a consistent mechanism to explore the domain of solutions for our problem.
repeated for a predefined number of generations. The details of the evolutionary procedure are described below.

**Incremental Evolution.** In order to facilitate successful convergence of the evolutionary process we have used an incremental approach investigating gradually more complex versions of the rule switching problem. In the first 60 generations (see Table I) the evolutionary process asks for robot controllers capable of adopting both SS and OS response rules. Two different tasks are used to evaluate CTRNN controllers. The robotic agent needs to explore the environment in order to discover which rule should be adopted for gaining rewards. Each task consists of only one phase. The accomplishment of Task 1 implies that the robot can adopt SS rule, while the accomplishment of Task 2 implies that the robot can adopt OS rule. At the beginning of each task the states of all CTRNN neurons are reset to zero, which means that the robot is in a neutral state, without following any rule.

In evolutionary generations 61-140, the tasks are getting more complex asking for controllers capable of one switching step between rules. Therefore tasks consist of two phases. Reward signals that have been properly positioned by the experimenter, indicate the correct response strategy for each phase. The Task 1 examines agent’s ability to adopt SS and then switch to OS. In a similar way, the Task 2 examines robot’s ability to first adopt OS and then switch to SS. At the beginning of each task the CTRNN state is reset to zero, but then it is kept continuous implying that special memory pathways have to develop facilitating rule switching from SS to OS and visa versa.

Finally, in generations 141-300 we ask for controllers capable of repeatedly switching between rules. Both Task 1 and Task 2 are now described by ten phases (see Table I). Similarly to previous generations CTRNN is reset to zero at the beginning of each task, and then keeps continuous memory state when passing from one phase to the other (i.e. continuously switching between SS and OS rules).

**Task Evaluation.** The accomplishment of tasks is evaluated based on the goal positions of each trial. The goal positions are specified according to (i) the current rule, and (ii) the side of the light sample (see Fig 2). For each response of the robot the minimum distance \( d_{\text{min}} \in [0, D] \) between the goal and the robot route, is used to measure the success of robot turning choice (\( D \) is the distance between the starting position and the goal). For a task \( i \) evaluating the behavior of the robot for \( p \) phases, the success on rule switching is given by:

\[
E_i = \sum_{q=1}^{p} \left( \sum_{t=7}^{T_q} \left( 1 - \frac{d_{\text{min}}}{D} \right) \right)
\]

The evaluation starts from trial \( t = 7 \) because the first six trials of each phase are exploratory and they are not considered in evaluation. The higher the value of \( E_i \) the more rule switches the agent has accomplished.

**Fitness Measure.** The individuals encoding CTRNN controllers are tested on Task 1 and Task 2 described above. The accomplishment of each task is evaluated separately according to eq (1). The total fitness of the individual is then estimated by:

\[
\text{fit} = E_{\text{Task1}} \cdot E_{\text{Task2}}
\]

We note that the multiplication operator favors individuals that can accomplish (at least partly) both tasks, distinguishing them from the individuals that fail in any one of them.

**Evolutionary Process.** A standard GA with mutation, but without crossover, is employed to evolve randomly initialized populations of 500 encoded CTRNNs. The evolutionary process is driven by the fitness function described in eq (2). At the end of each epoch, the \( S=30 \) best individuals of the population are used as a basis for producing the individuals of the next generation. The new individuals are generated by randomly selecting and mutating one of the \( S \) individuals. Mutation corresponds to the addition of up to 30% noise, in the parameters encoded to the chromosome, while each parameter has a probability of 4% to be mutated.

**V. RESULTS**

We have run ten GA processes, evolving CTRNN controllers to accomplish the incrementally more complex tasks described above. Six of the evolutionary procedures converged successfully configuring CTRNNs capable of rule switching. Interestingly, even if the corresponding evolutionary procedures have been statistically independent, all obtained results show (qualitatively) similar internal dynamics. Below we discuss the common characteristics among successful neuro-controllers, using as a working example one representative solution.

The performance of the agent during rule switching is demonstrated in Fig 3. During trials 1-4 the agent follows SS rule, successfully acquiring rewards. Next, in trial 5 the experimenter changes rule to OS. The agent that is not aware of this change fails to accomplish reward for two consecutive trials, but then, in trial 7 it adopts OS. The rule is changed again in trial 15, where the agent is missing the reward. However, this time the agent switches very fast back to SS, accomplishing reward in trial 16, and continues responding according to SS for the rest trials.

We note that the agent follows different trajectories to gain rewards, depending on the rule adopted in each trial. For example, the left turning paths when SS is adopted (see trials 2, 3, 16, 18) are all similar, but different from the right turning paths when OS is adopted (see trials 7, 10, 12, 13). Therefore, embodiment and sensory-motor dynamics seem to have considerable correlations with rule encoding, or in other words, they have an important role in discriminating the two rules.

Additionally, we have investigated neural activity in the higher and lower levels of the CTRNN network (see Fig 4). We observed that in all trials, lower level neurons fluctuate much faster than higher level neurons. This difference implies that higher level neurons are mostly involved in rule encoding and response planning, while the neurons below
Fig. 3. The response of the agent in 22 consecutive trials (covering three phases). The robot initially follows SS rule, then it switches to OS, and back to SS.

Fig. 4. The activity of neurons in CTRNN layers, while the agent performs ten consecutive sample-response trials. The first line shows activity of a higher level neuron (H-N), the second line shows activity of a bottleneck neuron (B-N), and the third line shows activity of a lower level neuron (L-N). The exact paths followed by the robot at each trial are demonstrated in the last line.

bottleneck are mostly involved in the execution of higher level plans taking also into account environmental interaction issues, (e.g. wall avoidance). This property is an emergent result of evolutionary self-organization, that appears consistently in all CTRNNs capable of rule switching. It is worth emphasizing that our evolutionary design procedure does not artificially force CTRNN to develop different roles in the higher and lower levels.

After careful examination of Fig 4, we observed two patterns of neural activation (corresponding to either SS or OS rules) that are repeated across trials. Trying to reveal the differences between SS and OS rules, we have conducted attractor analysis taking the phase plots of activities for the neurons H-N and L-N shown in Fig 4, in a modified version of the previous tasks, testing agent’s responses in a no-switching task (i.e. follow only one of the SS or OS). Specifically, for both rules, we ask the agent to perform 100 random turning trials (either left or right) after random perturbation of the neurons in the higher level. For each rule we observed the same shape to appear in the phase plot, regardless of the randomness in the initial state (Fig 5).

Therefore, each plot represents a distinct invariant set for the corresponding rule. In our no-switching experiment, CTRNN neuronal state always converge to one of the two invariant sets depending on the reward stimuli specifying the currently correct rule. It is noted that neural activity moves on the same invariant sets when the agent is tested on the accomplishment of the original Task1 and Task2. The switching of the adopted rule from SS to OS and visa versa, corresponds to neural activity transitions from one invariant set to the other.

Furthermore, during the no-switching task we observed that even if the pattern of neural activation remains macro-
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TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Number of Sim. Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>min:155 max:163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>min:150 max:162</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, each plot represents a distinct invariant set for the corresponding rule. In our no-switching experiment, CTRNN neuronal state always converge to one of the two invariant sets depending on the reward stimuli specifying the currently correct rule. It is noted that neural activity moves on the same invariant sets when the agent is tested on the accomplishment of the original Task1 and Task2. The switching of the adopted rule from SS to OS and visa versa, corresponds to neural activity transitions from one invariant set to the other.
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The average, minimum and maximum duration of sample-response trials, when the agent turns left and right following either the SS, or the OS rule.
Fig. 5. Phase plots of CTRNN internal activity for 100 sample-response trials, while the agent follows either the SS or the OS rules. The x-axis corresponds to neuron H-N from Fig 4, while the y-axis corresponds to neuron L-N from the same figure.

Fig. 6. The shifting of neural activity of lower level neuron, in repeating SS trials. The solid line shows activation in trial 25, the dotted line shows activation in trial 55, and the dashed-dotted line shows activation in trial 85.

Fig. 7. Indicative left and right turnings of the robotic agent when it follows either the SS or the OS rule. Sensory-motor differences produce variation in the duration of sample response trials.

controller in ‘no-reward’ conditions. In that case, the agent has been possible to adopt the OS rule and follow it for many trials, but it was unable to switch to SS. This means that CTRNN is self-organized assuming OS as the default rule, that can occasionally switch to SS. The internal bias that drives neurodynamics to a preferred invariant set is similar to [6].

It is worth noting that what seems important for the preference of the cognitive system to OS rule, is the different duration of trials when the agent turns left or right (see Table II). This argument is reinforced by the fact that the named result -different duration of trials- appears consistently in all successful CTRNN controllers that were obtained by statistically independent evolutionary processes (i.e. when there is significant difference in the duration of left and right turnings the response rule is preferred against the other). This, in turn,
clearly suggests that the CTRNN controllers have developed an internal time-perception mechanism that can be used to discriminate the two response rules. Subsequent investigation of the CTRNN computational units could not reveal any dedicated subset of neurons with time measure responsibilities. Therefore, in relation to the time perception models proposed in [8], our CTRNN controllers have developed an intrinsic rather than a dedicated mechanism of time perception. In other words, time is not just a variable existing in the neural equations of the CTRNN model, but something much more rich and powerful that can affect the self-organization of neurodynamics. These results are in agreement with recent brain imaging studies showing that time perception shares neural resources with other cognitive processes (in particular working memory) [19], favoring the intrinsic approach.

VI. STATIC VS DYNAMIC DURATION OF TRIALS

We believe it is important to compare the current results with those obtained in our previous study [13] investigating rule switching assuming a static trial duration. In particular we had investigated switching between the same SS and OS rules with all robotic agent trials lasting exactly 170 simulation steps. At the end of a trial we automatically reset the robot to the start position (without resetting neurocognitive dynamics), and we are ready to test its behavior for the next trial lasting again 170 simulation steps. In order to discriminate the two versions of rule switching we will refer to the problem investigated in the current paper as Dynamic Duration (DD), and the problem investigated in [13] as Static Duration (SD).

The investigation of successful CTRNN controllers in SD rule switching showed that, similar to the current study, rules are encoded in distinct invariant sets, and that embodiment together with environmental interaction significantly facilitate the discrimination of the sample-response rules. Furthermore, each rule is encoded in a separate neural activation pattern in the higher part of the CTRNN. Specifically, Fig 8 shows activation of a higher level neuron for the SS and OS rules. It is worth noting that there was no neural activation shifting across trials and therefore these patterns appeared always in the same form in a single trial. Additionally, note that for both the left and the right turnings of SS, neural activity starts and ends at very high values. In contrast, for the case of OS rule, neural activity starts and ends at very low. This high-low difference facilitates (i) the discrimination between the two rules, and (ii) the binding of left and right turnings linked to the same single rule. It is important to note that the nature of the SD rule switching problem allows the emergence of the above mentioned neurodynamic characteristics due to the perfectly measured and exact temporal duration of trials (all of them lasting 170 simulation steps) that is perfectly synchronized with the activation of neurons. However, the above described high-low mechanism, could not work for our current DD study, because of the variation appearing in the duration of trials (see Table II), preventing their synchronization with neural activity.

The short comparison between our current DD and the previous SD rule switching study shows that temporal constraints of the experimental setup significantly bias the self-organization of internal cognitive dynamics. However, the parameter of time is rarely taken into account in robotic cognitive studies and we believe it worths more attention from researchers in order to get a complete picture of cognitive phenomena in biological and artificial agents.

VII. DISCUSSION - TIME PERCEPTION AND NEURO-COGNITIVE DYNAMICS

In the current study, we have evolved Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Networks (CTRNNs) on a rule-switching task consisting of trials with dynamic temporal duration. The continuous nature of CTRNN controllers is very important for the study of cognitive process related to rule switching, because real brain operates also in a continuous mode [20]. Therefore the present study can reveal new unexplored aspects of brain processes involved in switching from one behavioral strategy to another in conditions of varying trial duration.

The relevance of the obtained CTRNN solutions to real brain is supported by the emergent properties of neurocognitive dynamics. First, we found that time perception may co-exist with other cognitive processes (for our task, those involved in rule discrimination). This is in agreement with [19] arguing that time perception shares common neural resources with other cognitive processes (see also [8] discussing possible models of time perception in neurocognitive systems).

Furthermore, our results are in agreement with [2], that investigates possible mechanisms for encoding temporal duration. According to this study, it is not necessary to have a linear time counter to accomplish (primitive) skills of time perception. Similar to [2], in the current work, CTRNN solutions have been capable of discriminating between the
default OS and the alternative SS rule, with the first having significant differences in the duration of left and right turnings. Additionally, we observed the shaping of invariant sets in cognitive neurodynamics that supports the time-perception capacity of agents, discriminating SS and OS rules having different duration. This is also in agreement with [2].

However, our work addresses an issue that is not studied by previous works. Specifically, due to the varying duration of sample-response trials, and the shifting phenomena that we discussed in the Results section, the DD problem investigated here asks for a time-invariant representation of SS and OS rules. This is accomplished by the development of invariant sets (corresponding to either SS or OS), which can switch not only by means of a single transition point, but by means of a transition surface.

This is accomplished by the development of distinct activation patterns (each one corresponding to either SS or OS) interpreted as distinct invariant sets in phase plots. However, the varying temporal duration of trials require the development of multiple transition points from one invariant set to the other, rather than the common single point transition (this was also the case for our SD results). Therefore, we predict that the shaping of time-invariant representations in continuous cognitive systems (e.g. represented by CTRNN) requires a transition surface to support invariant set switching.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The current study aims to shed light on a largely unexplored aspect of cognition, namely time perception, and its relation to other cognitive processes. By adopting a dynamical systems approach to explore mechanisms shaping neurodynamics we found that the continuous nature of cognition provides to ordinary cognitive processes primitive time perception capacity. Additionally, we found that the temporal constraints of tasks can significantly bias the shaping of internal dynamics of the system.

Overall, the investigation of time is an important parameter/aspect for the complete and in-depth understanding of cognitive processes. The current study is a first attempt towards a rigorous and systematic exploration of the time perception capacity of cognitive agents. In the future, we aim at systematically exploring more aspects of time perception, investigating problems that combine perception of both static and dynamic duration tasks.
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